
 

Part Number: HP314R 

Description: Flashlight 

We gave our beloved HP314 a rechargeable upgrade. The HP314R Flashlight is the ultimate rechargeable 
light for the serious professional as it can throw its focused beam over a half a mile thanks to our Long 
Range Focusing Optic System. With our Slide Focus technology, it can flood an area with an incredibly 
wide circle that has an edge that’s as bright as its center. Other power modes let you quickly toggle 
between high-output, high output strobe, and low output. The high-powered light features our Flex Charge 
Dual Power System. With our Flex Charge Dual Power system, this light harnesses either lithium or 
alkaline power and using a micro USB. A USB insert on the battery and tail cap allows for the recharging of 
the batteries either in or out of the light. Recharging isn’t limited to the light itself either as the light features 
a charging port that allows for the external charging of devices that standard USB inserts. 

With Coast’s commitment to quality, the HP314R Flashlight is impact resistant, weather resistant and its 
LED is virtually unbreakable. The HP314 Flashlight is backed by Coast’s lifetime warranty against defects 
in materials and workmanship. Tested and rated to ANSI/FL1 standards. 

 

Specifications: 

 BATTERY TYPE: 1 x Lithium Ion / 4 x D 
 BEAM DISTANCE (HIGH): 2762 ft / 842 m 
 BEAM DISTANCE (LOW): 1040 ft / 317 m 
 INCLUDED: 1 x Li Ion Battery | 4 x D Batteries | AC+DC with USB adapters | Shoulder Strap and 

Bezel Ring | Tripod mount | Custom EVA Case 

 LENGTH: 17.1 in / 43.5 cm 
 LIGHT OUTPUT (HIGH): 1200 Lumens 
 LIGHT OUTPUT (LOW): 165 Lumens 
 RUNTIME (HIGH): 3 h 15 min 
 RUNTIME (LOW): 94 h 

 WEIGHT: 49.6 oz / 1406 g 



Features: 

  
DUAL POWER 

Options to stay ready. With COAST Dual Power technology, you have the choice to power your light with 
USB-rechargeable batteries or with standard alkaline batteries. 

  
FLEX CHARGE 

Power up on your terms. Lights with COAST Flex Charge technology feature a rechargeable battery that 
can be recharged either inside or outside the light. A simple USB connection to either AC or DC ensures 
you can always get juice. 

  
HIGH|STROBE|LOW 



Control your light power with the push of a button. Cycle between full light, strobe and low light options. 

  
LONG RANGE FOCUSING OPTIC 

See clearly near and far. With the Long Range Focusing Optic, the power to illuminate and scan nearfield 
objects combines with a piercing light that goes the full distance. The X-Range Spot beam shines COAST’s 
longest beam, lighting objects at up to 2762 feet / 842 meters. The Broad View Flood beam delivers an 
even, sweeping circle of light up to 7.5 feet / 2.3 meters in diameter at a distance of 6 feet / 1.8 meters. 

  
SLIDE FOCUS 

One-handed beam control. COAST’s Slide Focus system enables you to seamlessly transition between 
spot and flood beam with the push or pull your finger. Responsive beam-shape control allows you to 
operate your light with a single hand and keep the other hand free. 



  
WATER RESISTANCE 

Don’t worry about the weather. COAST lights that have passed the IPX4-level water resistance test are 
splash-resistant and built with durable materials that stand up to nature. 

 


